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IndiMag Pathogen KF96 Cartridge (Cat. No.: SP947855P196)

 Faster and easier extraction with KF96 prefilled reagent cartridges 
  Magnetic beads, washes, and elution buffer are  

prefilled in 96-well plates
 Save 30 minutes hands-on time per run
 Consistent and reliable extraction performance  
 Reduced plastic use (e.g., pipette tips, alcohol bottles, etc.)

Simplified high-throughput total nucleic acid 
extraction with IndiMag Pathogen KF96 Cartridges 
for 96-well platforms 

Prefilled Cartridges  
for KingFisher TM

IndiMag Pathogen KF96 Cartridge (Cat. No.: SP947855P196)

https://shop.indical.com/en/sample-preparation/magnetic-bead/indimag-pathogen-kf96-cartridge.html
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O4103 Leipzig, Germany
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Maximizing downstream testing starts  
with high-quality sample extraction.  
IndiMag nucleic acid extraction kits and 
prefilled reagent cartridges offer a flexible 
solution for many sample types and are  
suitable for both high- and low-throughput 
workflows. 
 
Figure 1. IndiMag prefilled cartridges  
and non-prefilled extraction kits deliver 
comparable excellent results. 

Figure 2. INDICAL‘s products for nucleic 
acid extraction deliver high-quality results 
across multiple platforms. 
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Delivering consistent results across platforms
Figure 2

Verified equivalent performance
Figure 1
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IndiMag non-prefilled extraction kits
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